
Leading global pharmaceutical 
company in India
One of the biggest asset and inventory management engagement by Softline India



Business requirement

The client has manufacturing units, presence in more than 100 countries and 
a huge number of workforce. They were facing a lot of challenges to manage 
their IT & non-IT assets. With more than 20k assets, which are spread across the 
countries, they were not able to track assets in any system. It was very difficult 
for them to manage support for purchase, lease, rental, warranty for contracts, 
allocation / deallocation of asset, asset lifecycle, asset movement, asset deactiva-
tion etc. They had very simple tracing system, which they were doing on spread-
sheets, over the client was not able to calculate the ROI, which they were invest-
ing on their IT & non-IT assets.

softline solutions:

Softline offered Symphony SUMMIT, which is intelligent, integrated, and innova-
tive solutions for managing IT operations. It helps to reduce the cost and com-
plexity of IT operations and increase competitive edge.  

SUMMIT is an ITIL 2011 certified solution, which unifies key applications across 
service management, asset management, availability management, and project 
management in a single easy-to-use platform. Delivered as SaaS over Cloud or 
SaaS on-premises, SUMMIT is an easy-to-implement, easy-to-use solution, which 
provides tight integration across key IT operations solutions delivering higher 
efficiency in the form of increased productivity, optimum asset utilization, higher 
compliance, reduced downtime, and complete control on critical IT projects.

         softline differentiators

Softline discovered the opportunity, understood the requirement and positioned 
its ISV partner - Symphony SUMMIT solution. Softline was involved from the first 
day to gather requirement, ran multiple demo, PoC and customer experience 
activities. Softline then got involved in technical & commercial discussion. 

SUMMIT is built on Microsoft windows & SQL platform, so it was the key point 
of selling along with end-to-end solution for asset & inventory management and 
future requirement of service management & BOT.

         softline position

Softline positioned itself as a key business solution provider to customer in-
stead of Microsoft LSP. The deal size for 3 years is more than 200k, so customer 
floated.

RFP to different companies like Landesk, CA technologies, etc. Softline won the 
technical and commercial bid for the solution positioned. 

Info.india@softlinegroup.com

aBout the customer

The customer is a lead-
ing global pharmaceutical 
company in India, dedicated 
to high quality, branded and 
generic medicines. It has 
34 manufacturing units in 8 
locations across India and 
has presence in 100 countries 
with employee strength of 
more than 20k. 

Digital Transformation and Cyber 
Security Solution Provider

softline services

Softline will be actively 
involved during the imple-
mentation phase of this 
solution. After the imple-
mentation, Softline will 
provide 1-year support to 
the customer with onsite 
engineer.


